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Demanded: 

Prevention in Medicine Prevention in Social Security 



HRV – example of interdisciplinary interaction 
between Medicine and Social Security 

• HRV → evoked psychoemotional states  → recognition of people 
presenting social threats → counter security 

 

• HRV → central type dominants  

recognition in people presenting  

social threat→ 

 increasing social security  

 



DOMINANT of CENTRAL TYPE 

Is a circulating neuronal network, a focus of hyperexcitation in the CNS, 
caused by a certain idea, percepted subjectively as very important.  

This focus in the brain has the property of progressive hyperactivity, 
attracting all impulses coming to the brain in other contexts and 
suppressing them.                            

                                                   

 

 

 

                                                               F - MRI  with Dominant      Normal                      



During exam everything is exam 

 



Visual Analyzer 



Auditive Analyzer 



 In your Dreams..... EXAMS...... 



Social harm planning 



Central Nervous 
System 

-     multidimentional network 

- working in associations  

- expressed in Gestalt theory 

- application for prevention  

 



HRV Rythmogram 



Recognition for Prevetion 

Normal rythmogram 

 

Rythmogram of a person with 
dominant, circulating in conscious 

 



Timeframe of Circulating Network 

Normal spectral analysis 

 

 

Spectral analysis in case of a preexisting dominant 

 



Transformation of a dominant from the 
consciousness to the underconscious 



Dominants circulating in underconscious 

Manifestation during relaxation and 
when the person tries to asleep, by : 
 

- increasing heart beats frequency  

- feeling of unconscious anxiety 
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Possibilities of Implementation 

1. Database creation for monitoring people from the risk group to be 
able to react in time , preventing social threat 

2. In prisons for taking decisions about premature release of prisoners 

3. In schools for recognition of suppressed emotions, preventing 
childrens’ behavior abnormalities in future 

4. In national preventive health care centers – to identify dominants as 
early as possible to prevent social diseases of the modern society: 
psychoemotional stress with its somatoform consequences, 
depression, acutization of schizopheria, intensification of 
Parkinson’s disease progression. 

 



Conclusion 

HRV offers interdisciplinary possibilities to contribute to social security, 
prevention of social harm and social diseases by recognition of central 
type dominants. 



 

 

Thank you for Attention! 


